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During my visit in Delhi, JNU, I concentrated on the problems of nationalism and language in 

modern India. Beginning with the second part of the XIX century, Hindi language, 

grammatically and linguistically almost identical with Urdu, was gradually "purified" from 

Persian/Arabic influences. Under the British rule many efforts were made to recognized Hindi 

and Sanskrit-based Dewanagari script as official language of administration. Many prominent 

members of the Hindu revival movement engaged in this activities. Since 1947, government of 

India tried to impose Hindi language as official language of the whole country, which later on 

(XX century sixties) caused many problems and conflicts with non-Hindi speaking, Dravidian 

communities from South of India. In post-British India, as Adul Jamil Khan witnesses in his 

book "Urdu/Hindi: a Artificial division", those attempts of "resanscritisation" of Hindi caused 

many personal traumas also among Indian Muslims, attached to their own tradition and faith, 

but deeply rooted also in other Indian non-Muslim traditions. 

Thus, language, a means of communication, became one of the most important symbols of 

national and also religious identity: Indian=Hindou-Hindi. Till now some differences of 

approach to Hindi-Urdu problem may be observed among scholars. Those, who give priority 

to grammar see no reasons to accentuate any substantial differences between the two languages. 

Others, who concentrate more on social and cultural factors are inclined to treat Hindi and Urdu 

as separate languages. 

Both, primary and secondary sources were consulted, among the former: m. M. Premchand, 

"The Pharaohs of Urdu" (Annual of Urdu Studies, 18, 2003); Tara Chand, The problem of 

Hindustani (1944), among the latter: Amrit Rai , A House divide: the origin and development 

of hidvi/Hindustani, 1984; P. Brass, Language Religion and Politics in North India, 1974; Ch. 

King One language Two scripts: the Hindi movement in the XIX century North India, 1994; 

Ch. Shackle., R. Snell, Hindi-Urdu since 1800. A common reader, 1900. 

 


